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Do you agree with the change suggested to the criteria
Question responses: 4 (100.00%)

Count% Answer% Total

250.00%50.00%Yes

250.00%50.00%No

4100.00%100.00%Total
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Any other comments
Question responses: 4 (100.00%)

Count% Answer% Total

4100.00%100.00%[Responses]

0-- 0.00%[No Response]

4100.00%100.00%Total
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TypeStatusVersionDateAnswerConsulteeID

webSubmitted0.111/12/13 21:181 Parents should have the choice.. How are parents expected to 
take 2+ under 10s to sperate schools potentially opposite of 
town when they both start at 8.50am? Make them walk alone?
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TypeStatusVersionDateAnswerConsulteeID

webSubmitted0.113/12/13 16:172 I believe that it is important to ensure that siblings are kept at 
the same school. Not only is it disruptive for a parent / parents 
to ensure their children arrive and are collected from 2+ schools 
at the same time, but it can have significant impacts on the 
learning for these siblings if the teaching varies significantly 
from school to school.

webSubmitted0.109/01/14 12:453 Why is there still no link between the infant and junior schools? 
The fact that older siblings attend the junior school should be 
taken into account in the admissions criteria. There is a 
recipricol "point" from the junior school the child has attended 
the feeder school, thus acknowledging the very clear and 
obvious links between these two schools. They may have 
different heads and different governing organisations (one 
being C of E), but essentially 60 children move from the infant 
school to the junior school every year. They are on the same 
site and if a sibling is unable to get into the infant school but has 
siblings at the junior school, they should be treated as a
"sibling". I have 3 children and the older 2 will be year 3 and 
year 4 when my youngest starts reception, thus she will not be 
a"sibling". With the increased birth years, additional new 
housing being built in the catchment and the distance we live 
from school, it is quite likely we will not gain a place at the 
school. This affects lots of other families at the school. It does 
seem that families get a raw deal in Ascot (albeit the infant 
school is an excellent school). Not only do we have 70 places at 
infant level and then only 60 at junior, so 10 children a year 
have to be unsettled every year, but we also have no "sibling" 
relationship between the schools. It doesn't seem that this 
would be a particularly difficult, nor controversial change to the 
criteria. It simply reflects the position of all "primary" schools 
and should be in place here.
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TypeStatusVersionDateAnswerConsulteeID

webSubmitted0.227/01/14 16:18This is an excellent change and should definitely happen as it is 
impossible to have children at different schools to each other
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Do you have any children aged under 18
Question responses: 4 (100.00%)

Count% Answer% Total

4100.00%100.00%Yes

00.00%0.00%No

4100.00%100.00%Total
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What age are your children?
Question responses: 4 (100.00%)

CountFrequency% Answer% Total

4100.00%50.00%50.00%0-4 years

4100.00%50.00%50.00%5-10 years

00.00%0.00%0.00%11-17 years

80%100.00%100.00%Total
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Copies of this booklet may be obtained in large print, Braille, on audio cassette or in other languages.
To obtain a copy in an alternative format please telephone 01344 352000

Development Plan Team
Planning and Transport Policy
Environment, Culture and Communities
Bracknell Forest Council
Time Square
Market Street
Bracknell
RG12 1JD
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